Honours Bachelor of Craft and Design (Industrial Design)

Gain an in-depth knowledge of industrial design, materials and processes in our state-of-the-art facilities.

Take the design process from beginning to end
Sheridan's Industrial Design program gives you the tools to create smart, innovative and meaningful design. You'll go through the entire design process — from research to finished product. You'll look at design problems and imagine, develop and test solutions for specific audiences. Working with our other studios, you'll connect design with creation, broadening your knowledge.

State-of-the-art facilities
In this program, you'll use the latest technology to prepare you for success in the industrial design industry. You'll learn both digital fabrication methods and hand processes. Access to our state-of-the-art FAB LAB (with 3D printers and laser cutters) and our amazing faculty and students in other studios gives you a broad skill set to get you ready for a rewarding career.

Get a foundation in all Craft and Design studios
Our program provides a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach to craft and design. You'll major in your studio of choice while building skills in the four other disciplines. You'll work with students and faculty from across all five studios on interdisciplinary projects that bring together a range of expertise and experiences to explore the potential of contemporary art, craft and design.

* 2018 Key Performance Indicator (KPI) survey results produced by the Ontario Government, Colleges Ontario and student associations. Percentage shown reflects the average employer satisfaction across all Sheridan programs over the last five years.
Admission Requirements

Program Eligibility
Ontario Secondary School Diploma or equivalent, including these required courses:

- English, Grade 12 (ENG4U)
- One Grade 11 or 12 Visual Arts credit at the M or Open level or a portfolio
- Four* other Grade 12 credits (U or M)
- Minimum 65% overall average

*Applicants presenting without the senior level Visual Arts credit (at the M or Open level) must have five other Grade 12 credits (U or M)

OR
Two semesters of postsecondary education, including required courses, with a minimum 65% overall average.

Applicant Selection
Eligible applicants are selected on the basis of previous academic achievement (the average of their six highest senior-level credits, including required courses) and the results of their portfolio, provided the portfolio is required in place of the senior level Visual Arts credits.

Applicants who do not meet the admission requirements for this program will be assessed and advised individually and may be considered for other, related programs.

English Language Proficiency
All applicants whose first language is not English must meet Sheridan’s English Proficiency Requirements.

Refer to the website for full admission requirements.

Career Opportunities
Many graduates are local and international leaders in the field, finding employment in top design firms or establishing independent studio practices. You may choose positions in design and manufacturing industries, arts service organizations, or galleries and retail operations that specialize in craft and design, or pursue graduate education at a variety of universities throughout North America and abroad.

HERE ARE SOME JOBS YOU MIGHT FIND:

- Designer
- Artist
- Craftsperson
- Entrepreneur
- Teacher
- Arts Administrator
- Fabricator
- Gallerist/Curator

Note: See website for specific terms and course listings.

Courses

SOME OF THE COURSES YOU CAN EXPECT TO TAKE IN YOUR PROGRAM

- Design Processes 1
- Technical Design Drawing
- Context and Culture
- Human Factors 1
- Systems and Multiples
- Furniture: Forms in Materials

More information

Website:
sheridancollege.ca

Facebook:
facebook.com/sheridaninstitute

Twitter:
@sheridancollege

Visit us!
There's no better way to get a sense of Sheridan than with a personal visit. Book a tour and see for yourself!
tours.sheridancollege.ca

All information provided is current as of publication and is subject to change. Refer to the website for the most current program information. Sheridan Marketing and Brand Strategy, June 16, 2020.